
After reading this guide, you will learn 5 tips 
that help you in being able to control your craft 

like a pro in no time.
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Introduction
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         ollow these structured, tried and tested techniques and you will conquer your   
          flight skills. These techniques are for the first-time flier no matter your age 
          or flight skills. We will get you in the air where you can discover the ease
          and joy in controlling your multi-rotor.
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Setup and Safety Check
This is critical as it will ensure your craft is ready to fly every time you are.

    he 3 reasons why you need to do is:
                    - Airworthiness - To make sure your craft is suitable for safe flight
                    - Ensure your controller, tablet/smartphone and craft are connected
                    - Make sure you have a GPS signal and you are aware of your 
                      surrounds

Live by the 6 P’s – 
Prior Preparation 

Prevents Piss Poor 
Performance
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The Forward Square
This is important because it will provide you with the realisation about 

depth perception.
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    he 3 reasons why this flight pattern is important is because:
                       - It sets you up to realise that depth perception is critical
                       - Even though the craft is in the air, you can move to make sure you 
                          have the best line of sight to see around objects
                       - It is the basis of general flight including take-off and landing

“We keep moving forward, opening new doors, and doing new things, 
because we're curious and curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.” 

Walt Disney

A. Take off and fly forward  B. Stop and hover, fly right.              C. Stop and hover, fly back.

                      D. Stop and hover, fly left.    E. Stop and hover, land.             
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The Yaw Square
This is vital a vital manoeuvre because it will demonstrate the orientation of 

the craft and how Yaw affects direction.
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    he 3 reasons why this flight pattern is important is because:
                       - You will learn that forward isn’t always in the direction you take off
                       - Yaw spins the craft of its horizontal axis
                       - You can’t control the camera to look sideways, you use Yaw to turn  
                          the camera

Gilbert K. Chesterton said “A yawn is a silent shout.”

                       D. Stop, hover, yaw 90, forward            E. Stop, hover, yaw 90, land
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A. Take off and fly forward           B. Stop, hover, yaw 90, forward      C. Stop, hover, yaw 90, forward
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The Curved Square
This is an awesome advanced manoeuvre because it is combining the first 

two techniques.
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    he 3 reasons why this flight pattern is awesome is because:
                       - You can utilise it to get out of tricky situations
                       - It will provide another element to your video footage
                       - Once mastered, your flight skills will improve rapidly

“There are two great days in a person's life - the day we are born and the 
day we discover why.”

William Barclay

A. Take off and fly forward           B. Fly forward & Yaw 90 right         C. Fly forward & Yaw 90 right

                       D. Fly forward & Yaw 90 right          E. Fly forward & Yaw 90 right
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The Figure 8
This is your final manoeuvre for quad copter flight mastery.
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    he 3 reasons why you will benefit is because:
                       - You will learn how to fly non-stop and change direction multiple times
                       - You will be confident in your spatial awareness
                       - You will have fun flying!

“Why I came here, I know not; where I shall go, it is useless to inquire - in 
the midst of myriads of the living and the dead worlds, stars, systems, 

infinity, why should I be anxious about an atom? “
Lord Byron

   A. Take off, fly forward, yaw left      B. Fly forward, yaw right 90 deg          C. Fly forward, yaw right
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To continue with your 
drone mastery, lookout for 

our next guide here: 
www.mydrones.com.au
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